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1. Introduction
The European Train-the-trainer Methods Pool is an Intellectual Output of MIGOBI Erasmus+ Project, implemented between
October 2014 and September 2016. A consortium of nine partners from eight European countries develops the project, all of them
with the necessary technical expertise to achieve the project objectives and with a wide experience in participation and
management of national and European projects:
 BFI OOE – AT
 VOLKSHOCHSCHULE OBERÖSTERREICH - AT
 CEPS PROJECTES SOCIALS – ES
 EUROCULTURA – IT
 Merseyside Expanding Horizons –UK
 ISQ – PT
 ARBETARNAS BILDNINGSFÖRBUND – SE
 A.L.P.E.S. – FR
 AKADEMIA HUMANISTYCZNO-EKONOMICZNA W LODZI – PL
The overall aims of MIGOBI project are to:
- Develop a train-the-trainer course to address the challenge of enabling teachers and trainers in adult education and VET to
implement entrepreneurial spirit as a transversal approach in various training settings; and
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- Develop an open, flexible, interactive and engaging learning module on developing and experiencing entrepreneurial spirit in
intercultural learning settings combining approaches used in adult education (open processes, learner centred) and approaches
used in VET (outcome oriented, efficient).
In the first period of the project, a research analysis was made to obtain a clearer understanding of the skills required for developing
an entrepreneurial spirit, especially for those with a migration background.

Another study was conducted to evaluate what was already being done in the various European countries regarding the training of
trainers in entrepreneurial spirit.The results obtained in the research analysis (for detailed reading please consult MIGOBI IO4 Study on entrepreneurship education in teacher training activities in European VET and adult education), provided from 20 experts
and desk research from 9 countries, allowed MIGOBI partners to establish the referential framework for the identification of the key
competencies required for the development of an entrepreneurial spirit, creating MIGOBI competence matrix, and, based on this,
the Learning Units for MIGOBI European Train-the-trainer Curriculum.
A first version of the curriculum was tested with 20 European trainers from all partner’s organizations, during a 5 days training in
Lyon (France) in June 2015. This output (nr. 06) is the collection of the activities developed during the training and other additional
activities suggested by partners as important for the implementation of the curriculum (IO5).

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein
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2. Methods pool
Phase of training

Introduction

Method title

Invent an entrepreneur

7

Get to know each other
Aims

First step into the topic of entrepreneurship
Have fun and form the group
Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome



define what entrepreneurial spirit is



describe it and name its characteristics



identify and list competencies and skills relating to entrepreneurial spirit



use existing activities for developing these skills



run a creative and inspirational workshop

Make groups of 2 – 3 people and invent the other person. What kind of enterprise could s/he have?
Description

links / material

Give the other person a small card (maybe stick it on the clothes) and explain, why you think this kind of
entrepreneurship could fit. The participants can use the suggestions or find other names/possible enterprises
Write suggestions on small cards:
 Nutcracker
 Cartoonist
 Marathon-Runner
 City-Guide
 Film-Director

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Oystercatcher
Fortune-Cookie-Author
Cheese-Tester
Mermaid
Coconut-Opener
Model designer for Lego
Water-Slide-Tester
Rock-and-Roll-Musician
Screw-Seller
Comedian
Fairy Godmother
Wedding cake cook
Tree career (arborist)
Electric counter
Castle guardian
Train truck tester
Gold miner
Tea leaves reader
Whiskey sommelier
Shooting star counter
Perfume producer

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Introduction

Method title

What is your unique selling point? (USP)

9

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:
Unit / learning
outcome

- explain and illustrate what is entrepreneurial spirit using active methods
- use existing activities for identifying trainee’s soft skills
- use existing activities for developing these skills

Aims

To get to know the group and think about what their unique selling points are and transfer that information to a
product which you then try to sell to the rest of the group.
Each member of the group is asked to pair with a partner they know
very little about. Each person is required to interview their partner
and find out key information about each other in relation to:

Description







Name
Age
Hobbies/passions
Interests
What makes them unique

After finding out such information, in the form of a piece of furniture
or cleaning tool, using the information collected present that person
back to the group as a product.
links / material

Working in pairs

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Introduction

Method title

Did You Know?
Unit /Unit 1/ Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Description

links / material



use existing activities to identify trainee’s soft skills



run a creative and inspirational workshop

Create awareness on how quickly the world changes around us and that, consequently, each of us must
continue to innovate to keep pace with the society both from a personal and professional point of view.

After showing the video (5.15”) invite participants to reflect
about how society and the labour market are rapidly
changing, highlighting the importance for everyone to
improve skills that allows to keep updated to cope with
changes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRVVZlGb7oc

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content

Method title

Interviewing an entrepreneur

11

Unit 1 /Learning outcomes:
Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

-

explain and illustrate what is entrepreneurial spirit using active methods
run a creative and inspirational workshop
reflect its own entrepreneurial experiences

To ask questions to a local entrepreneur who has lived experience that can inspire and motivate young people to
explore entrepreneurship as a viable career option
This is an opportunity for the group to interview a local
entrepreneur, to ask key questions such as:
Why did you start your business?
What have been the advantages of having your own
business?

Description

Who are your business role models?
What have been your lessons learned?
What are your hopes for the future?
What advice would you give to anybody who hopes to set up
a business?

links / material

A local entrepreneur

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content

Method title

Entrepreneurial Mind Set

12

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:
Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

-

define what entrepreneurial spirit is
describe it and name its characteristics
identify and list competencies and skills relating to entrepreneurial spirit

To explore three key questions relating to entrepreneurial mind set
Discuss 3 questions:

Description





What does entrepreneurship mean to you?
Why do people become entrepreneurs?
Who is an entrepreneur in your local community? What do they do?

This activity is designed to explore entrepreneurship, exploring motivations and a local community perspective.
This method moves away from only thinking of high profile entrepreneurs and move towards a community
focus.
links / material

Flip Charts and Pens

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training
Method title

Content
Dealing with failure: some success stories
Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome



define what entrepreneurial spirit is



describe it and name its characteristics



identify and list competencies and skills relating to entrepreneurial spirit



explain and illustrate what is entrepreneurial spirit using active methods

by analyzing success stories:
Aims



realize that encounter obstacles and confront the failure does not prevent success



identify skills implemented to overcome obstacles



transfer this analysis to its personal situation

Step 1
Trainer offers its learners a few success stories, concerning either known or unknown people. It may include
online videos, or paper documents.
Description

It appears to be important to choose stories about people to whom the learners can identify themselves
(therefore including “small” stories: a trainee who manages to implement its vocational project…)
Step 2

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Having heard these stories, the trainees have to analyze them, using a grid like:


Who?



When?



Where?



Which failure or obstacle?



How to overcome?

This allows highlight soft skills, such as perseverance, ability to learn from its failures, resilience, selfconfidence, confidence in its project, ability to rely on the right people...
Step 3
Individually, each will then try to determine what might be the obstacles to his project, the difficulties he expects
to encounter, and how it can overcome. He notes it on a sheet, which is preserved and can be completed later.
Those who wish can share their production with the group, and get feedbacks.
Time: 2 hours
links / material

at least, paper and pen!

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein
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Phase of training

Content

Method title

Skill Identification

15

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:
Unit / learning
outcome
Aims



Identify and list competencies and skills relating to entrepreneurial spirit

To identify the skills required to be an entrepreneur

The group as a whole is asked to shout out a list of important skills
needed to be an entrepreneur.
Description

There is then a visible list of entrepreneurial skills which will be needed
the next activity.

links / material

Flip Chart and Pens

for

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein

Phase of training

Content

Method title

Skills auction
Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

-

explain and illustrate what is entrepreneurial spirit using active methods

-

use existing activities for identifying trainee’s soft skills

-

use existing activities for developing these skills

-

run a creative and inspirational workshop
To prioritize the core skills needed to have entrepreneurial spirit

Each individual is given varied amounts of money and using the skills identified within the list an auctioneer will
auction of the skills and sell them for the highest value.
Description

At the half way point the group are given the opportunity to put their money together to outbid other bidders.
This will provide an indication of the most valuable skills needed to be an entrepreneur.

links / material

Mock money, flips chart and pens

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content

Method title

Creating an everyday entrepreneur

17

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

-

Aims

define what entrepreneurial spirit is
describe it and name its characteristics
identify and list competencies and skills relating to entrepreneurial spirit
Identify situations (also outside of business creation) relevant to entrepreneurial spirit and where these
skills can be used
describe different training approaches and techniques related to entrepreneurial spirit

To explore the attitudes, skills and experience required to be an entrepreneur

Working in groups, each group is asked to draw the outline of a person, think about what attitudes/spirt and
mindset an entrepreneur would need.
Description

The group is asked to state the practical skills and qualities an entrepreneur will need and what types of
business this entrepreneur could have.
Each group is then asked to present their entrepreneur back to the group.

links / material

Flip Charts and Pens

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein

Phase of training

Content

Method title

Eggs can fly
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Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:
Unit / learning
outcome






explain and illustrate what is entrepreneurial spirit using active methods
use existing activities for identifying trainee’s soft skills
use existing activities for training trainee’s soft skills
run a creative and inspirational workshop

Develop entrepreneurial spirit
Aims

Experience group work
Deal with success / failure
Develop creativity
Groups of 3 – 4 people invent an egg-flying machine. They only have the provided material and a restricted
amount of time (1/2 h – 1 h). After the flying-contest the groups can answer (some of) these questions:

Description



How did you work together as a group?



How were the decisions made?



How do you deal with success / failure?



How do you deal with risk / pressure?



Do you believe to be creative?

 Do you know similar experiences from your life?
Goal is that the egg experiences a free fall from at least 3 mand lands safe and sound

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein

You are allowed to use the following material:

links / material

1 m cord
2 balloons
2 sheets of paper
2 sheets of carton
2 raw eggs
1 scissor
1 m duct tape
The material can vary – important is, that it is restricted.
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Phase of training

Content
20

Method title

Stuck on an escalator
Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome



Explain and illustrate what is entrepreneurial spirit using active methods



run a creative and inspirational workshop

Aims

Develop motivational skills.

Description

After showing the video (2,30”), invite learners to find ways
to motivate the protagonists to take action.

links / material

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrSUe_m19FY

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content / Reflection
21

Method title

Entrepreneurship - solution to EU job crisis?
Unit 1/ Learning Outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome



Determine the importance of the development of this spirit, especially for disadvantaged groups



Formulate European and national implications of teaching entrepreneurial spirt

Discussion of European and national job markets and the relevance of entrepreneurship
Aims

Discussion of Attitudes towards Entrepreneurship in countries
After experiencing entrepreneurial spirit through various methods and activities discuss the relevance of this spirit
with the group of trainers – especially in regards to European and national job markets.

Description
Discuss how to integrate disadvantaged groups and formulate possible action plans.

links / material

Flipchart, Pens

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein

Phase of training

Energiser
22

Method title

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Stone, scissors, paper

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:
-

Run a creative and inspirational workshop

To energize the group
Each person has to turn to face another and after three make the hand
gesture of a scissors paper stone.
Scissors cuts paper, stone blunts scissors and paper wraps stone.
The person that loses has to join the person who won and then it
continues until the winner has the biggest number of followers

Description

links / material

Group Work

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Vitalize/ Evaluation

Method title

Finish the picture…

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:
Unit / learning
outcome

-

Run a creative and inspirational workshop

-

Use existing activities for identyfying trainee’s soft skills

Aims

To encourage creativity, to discover participants’ individual and group creative potential.

Description

The participants have to finish the picture given only two perpendicular lines on a piece of paper. They have
10-15 minutes to complete the picture using their imagination. When they are ready they present the picture
to the group giving a short comment. This activity can be run at the beginning of the workshop or at the end.
A piece of paper with two perpendicular lines drawn on it.

links / material

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein
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Phase of training

Group building

Method title

Shredded picture

Unit / Learning
outcome

Aims

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes::


Use existing activities for indentifying trainee’s soft skills

Group building – work together with different people (not the ones you would choose yourself or you already
know)
Divide a picture (photocopy) into as many pieces as you need for one group – if
you have a classroom with 20 people and you want groups of 4, have 5 pictures
with 4 parts of the picture each

Description
Each person takes one piece and finds her/his group with the fitting pictures

links / material

Pictures / images that rely to the topic

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein
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Phase of training

Evaluation

Method title

Send a postcard to yourself

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:


Reflect its own entrepreneurial experiences

Personal evaluation

Write a postcard to yourself:
What do you want to remember from the training?
Description

What do you want to take home?
The postcards are sent to the participants a few days after
the training to their home address.

Postcards with images / quotes that rely to the content of the training
links / material
Or postcards from the city you are

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein
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Phase of training

Evaluation

Method title

Check in, check out

Unit / learning
outcome

Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Aims

Participants reflect on and share how they feel, what they expect from the day and afterwards how it went.

-

Run a creative and inspirational workshop

At the beginning of the day, participants stand or sit in a circle,
and each one says how they feel.
The idea is not to give a long explanation, but just share how each
person feels.
Description

After the session, at the end of the day, participants stand or sit in
a circle, and each one says how they feel.
Again, no long explanation is required, but if people want to add
how they feel in relation to the day / activities they just
experienced, they are invited to do so.

links / material

Not needed

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein
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Phase of training

Content
27

Method title

The big disaster
Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Description



Identify competences related with entrepreneurial spirit



Get to know each other



Start the reflection about creativity, proactivity, initiative, empathy, individual vs group, global vision,
capacity of reflection, participation

Group is split in three subgroups. Each of the members has an assignment(earthquake, tsunami, air
crash, etc..). They have to draw it and then it has to be assessed how to they communication, which is
their behaviour, how do they participate, wich level of initiative and planning.
Time: 2 hours

links / material

Paper and sign makers

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content
28

Method title

Matrix about the passing of time
Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims





Identify the relevance of potential impact of enhancing entrepreneurial spirit in its own practice



To reflect about proactivity, creativity, evaluation capability, active listening, empathy, customer
orientation and loyalty

To develop information exchange, evaluation of situations, capacity of analysis and reflection
There is a matrix divided in 4 columns: 1935 – 1975 – 2016 and Future. Subgroups have to describe how
they were and how will be: writing, phones, music consumption and work.

Description

After the analysis of the matrix of the time, there will be a list with the challenges demanded by the new
situation. Those challenges make us discover that we are inside a new paradigm and the main question to
be answered is which attitudes/abilities must be developed to adapt to this new paradigm that will be called
entrepreneurial spirit. At the end, there will be a list of competences, contents and skills to develop the
entrepreneurial spirit.
Time: 3 hours

links / material

Paper and pens

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content
29

Method title

The gift of the cash machine
Unit 1 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Description



Identify situations relevant to entrepreneurial spirit



To introduce what is planning



To identify what is creativity

After watching an ad hoc video, there is a question: What has been done in order to develop this
campaign. Each subgroup makes discussion about that and then they are shared in common
Time: 60’
Beamer, pc, screen

links / material
https://youtu.be/gcNWnIVLJVA

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content
30

Method title

What is our working behavior?
Unit 2 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome
Aims




Cooperate with peers to develop and adapt new tools

To understand the value of communication and team making
Participants stand still and circulate a hand’s clap. First one, then the other, etc. They have to find the
tempo of the group. Once they have done it, they have to restart with shot eyes and without speaking.
This is impossible. They have to find a system to get it, changing their position or order.

Description

Main reflection is about when is my work starting and where starts the work of the others.
Time: 60’

links / material

Spacious room

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content
31

Method title

Magnetic boards
Unit 2 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Description



Apply problem solving



To make working teams



To learn to cooperate

The aim of the game is to complete the boards with the corresponding magnetic figures completed.
Each player (or couple of players) receive a board with the exact number of pieces, They have to try to
complete each figure by negotiating with the others.
Some boards are easier, while others are really difficult and they are forced to cooperate.
Time: 60’

links / material

Magnetic board and figures

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content

Method title

Fateful triangle

32

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Unit 2 / Learning outcomes:
 identify the relevance and potential impact of enhancing entrepreneurial spirit in its own practice,


adapt existing activities to match with the development of entrepreneurial spirit



choose the most relevant activity concerning its training

Participants will identify how much their job and/or aspirations fulfill their different emotional and material
needs
Participants are shown a triangle that on each corner has written one of the following words: Passion,
Knowledge, Money. Participants are asked to think about their current job (or the one they aspire to, or
the last one they had, or a current project….) and considering it as the triangle, place themselves on it.
They are asked to evaluate how much the ‘project’ at hand fulfills their passions, provides them with new
knowledge and earns them money.

Description

Once they have identified where they stand, they are asked to explain if they are happy with this. E.g.
they may be very passionate and learn a lot, but earn little money. If they are wealthy, they may consider
this as ok, but if they depend on it for a living they may not be happy about this.
When all participants have explained where they are on the triangle and how happy or unhappy they are
about it, they are invited to think and explain how they would like to change the situation, or if they are
happy, how they plan to ensure that it remains that way.
here some similar examples

links / material

http://www.vivocoaching.com/2013/07/21/how-to-find-the-ideal-job/
http://cashflowlifestyle.net/wealth-triangle/
http://wealthtriangle.com/

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

content

Method title

The Business Model Canvas
Unit 2/ Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome



identify the relevance and potential impact of enhancing entrepreneurial spirit in its own practice;



adapt existing activities to match with the development of entrepreneurial spirit,



apply problem solving techniques within the teaching context;



Cooperate with peers to develop and adapt new tools;



Manage the training process to develop entrepreneurial skills with trainees.

Aims

Be inspired to plan your business (ad)venture creatively but without forgetting any of the basic points. Learn
to see in a simple way the connections between the different stages and elements of your project.

Description

A Business Model Canvass is a simple planning tool that graphically describes where you are and where
you go in terms of entrepreneurship.
Business Model Canvas:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OoshJr_cEgY
http://www.businessmodelcompetition.com/business-model-canvas.html
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas/bmc

links / material

http://plataformac.com/
http://camaleones.org/
Simon Sinek ‘Great leaders inspire action’:
http://www.ted.com/talk%20/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action?language=es

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
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Phase of training

Content

Method title

In the forest…

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Unit 2 / Learning outcome:


Create a solution to a problem

Develop intercultural communication and problem solving skills.

After showing the video (1,17”), propose a roleplay where students divided in small groups find
Description

alternative communication forms to reach their
goal.

links / material

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwjAAgGi-90
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Phase of training

Content
35

Method title

Test your creative and entrepreneurial attitude
Unit 2 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims



Identify which skills related to entrepreneurial spirit can be found in its usual trainings



Adapt existing activities to match with the development of entrepreneurial spirit



Cooperate with peers to develop and adapt new tools

Develop and reflect on strategies to promote creativity and entrepreneurship in existing trainings
GROUPS SIZE: 3-6 elements
DURATION: 45 minutes
ACTIVITY PROCEDURES: Each group should think about a strategy for the sale of their training
course/Module. In order to do so, the group must consider de following notes:

Description



Identify the core skills/competencies learners shall achieve at the end of the training/module



Select the ones that can be related with entrepreneurial spirit



Create a brochure / flyer distribution with 1 small activity that can be applied in order to link the
training/module core skills and the entrepreneurial spirit



Think about a strategy of sale and advertising of the product
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Presentation of the product / brochure (Estimated time: 2-4 minutes per group

CONCLUSION OF THE ACTIVITY
Group discussion on:

links / material



Most attractive product



Product that showed the most entrepreneurial strategy



Suggestions for improvement of the various products presented

colored paper sheets, cards, colored pens, glue, cotton, plastic bottles (other options may be left to the
trainer)
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Method title

Individual action plan

Unit 2 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

-

adapt existing activities to match with the development of entrepreneurial spirit
apply problem solving techniques within the teaching context
Choose the most relevant activity concerning its training
Create a solution to a problem
Cooperate with peers to develop and adapt new tools
Manage the training process to develop entrepreneurial skills with trainees

Aims

For each participant to have

Description

Each individual is given an action plan that they can use to develop personally and professionally. The
action plan is designed to be specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time bound. This is a live
document and will be updated at critical points to support the individual.

links / material

Individual action plan
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Method title

The everyday entrepreneur
Unit 2 / Learning outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Description




Explain and illustrate what is entrepreneurial spirit using active methods

To discover the entrepreneurship in the closest environment

The main activity is describing business, activities and/or entrepreneurial activities that are close to us
everyday and everywhere in order to analyse the main features that make consider them as
entrepreneurial.
Time: 120’

links / material

Paper and pens
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Method title

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

Description

Bomb
Unit 2 / Learning outcomes:


Identify the relevance and potential impact of enhancing entrepreneurial spirit in its own practice

- to confirm the own proactivity and the capacity of acting under pressure

A fake bomb stands over a 2 m diameter fabric on the floor. Nor fabric cannot be touched, nor the space
over it (an imaginary cylindrical area) can be came across unless 5 strings given to the participants at the
starting of the game. The bomb, will exploit 10 minutes after its activation..
Time: 90’

links / material

Fake bomb, 2 m diameter fabric, 5 green strings
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Method title

Analyzing an evaluation experience
Unit 3 / Learning Outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims




Select adequate assessment/evaluation tools to specific context
Use assessment / evaluation tools

Identify errors and the tools of the summative learning evaluation
GROUPS SIZE: 3 to 6 elements
DURATION: 1 hour
Provide the group the following script:
CASE-STUDY ANALYSIS

Description

“Trainer Sara is responsible for delivering a training session on ICT to a group of senior adults. The
session will have 8 hours with a 1 full day duration, after which the trainees will continue the course with
other trainers covering other topics. When she arrives to the room, she notices that there are only 10
elements in the room. So before starting, she decides to write on the white board the objectives of the
session:




Understand the importance of ICT in today's society;
Know the advantages and disadvantages of ICT;
Know basic rules for Internet use;
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Exploring some Internet sites adapted to the audience.

After the initial presentation, and giving out some content and curiosities about ICT, Sara introduced a
group work (in pairs) with a duration of 30 minutes, where the goal would be to explore a poem on the
Internet, which should be after integrated in a Word document, to incorporate a postcard and then to print
it out.
While the groups developed the activity, Sara remembered that she had not prepared the evaluation
instruments. Then she began to think in what she wanted to evaluate, for instance, the behaviors to be
observed:






How to search the Internet;
Interest in research;
ICT skills;
Creativity of the final postcard ;
Involvement between the trainees.

She also decided to create a grid for differentiation of the groups. Since she had not thought in the final
evaluation of learning quickly decided to create some topics for oral questions to ask to the trainees.”
Ask all the groups to analyze the trainer performance according to the following points:





Major errors spotted in her attitudes;
The chosen instrument to assess the work of the groups (pairs);
The choice of the instrument to for the final assessment of learning (do you agree? Why?)
Final learning outcome evaluation tools that the trainer could have prepared.

In the end, conduct a round table in large group focused on the points above.
links / material

Pen and paper
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Content
Everyone is evaluated
42

Unit 3 / Learning Outcomes:

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims



Identify difference between assessment and evaluation



Use assessment / evaluation tools



Use results of evaluation/assessment to create motivating learning paths for learners

Recognize and take position on the various perspectives of evaluation.
Make a critical analysis of an experienced evaluation situation and its consequences
Duration: approx. 2 hours
This activity as several develop phases/stages:
Phase 1
Individual work:

Description

Ask each of the participants to recall and describe in writing an evaluation situation, important in their life,
either as trainer either as trainee. This description should be free. They should be encouraged to state
the grounds of its significance and the feelings associated with the experience.
Group work:
Organize small groups (3/4) and ask each group member to briefly tell their situation to the others.
After this exchange of views, each group will seek to identify and describe what is common and different
between the various stories in terms of:
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Evaluation objectives;
The time it was made;
Who conceived and conducted the evaluation;
What tools were used;
The consequences of selecting and using these tools;
What feelings they experienced.

Work in large group:
Interacting with the large group, analyze the similarities and differences as well as the development of
proposals, aligned with the theoretical concepts relating to:
- Differences between evaluation and assessment
- Methods of evaluation/assessment and its functions.
Phase 2
work in small groups:
In relation to a situation experienced by one of the group members, ask the group to make a feasible
proposal for improvement by structuring a plan to create a motivating learning pathway based on the
aspects identified as most problematic during the evaluation process.
links / material

Paper; pens
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Method title

Unit / learning
outcome

Aims

How long does a minute last?
Unit 3 / Learning outcomes:


Use assessment/evaluation tools

- to reflect about perception/objectivity/measurements

Perception of reality is conditioned by our subjectivity and it is necessary the self-knowledge. It will be
developed via a specific case-study.
Description
Time: 90’

links / material

Specific case study
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